During memory recall, reinstatement is thought to occur as an echoing of the neural 22 patterns during encoding. However, the precise information represented in these recall traces 23 is relatively unknown, with previous work investigating broad distinctions (e.g. scenes versus 24 objects) or individual images, rarely bridging these levels of information. Further, prior work has 25 primarily used cued recall tasks, where this memory trace may reflect a combination of a cue, 26 its paired stimulus, and their association. Using ultra-high-field (7T) fMRI with an item-based 27 recall task, we conducted an in-depth comparison of encoding and recall along a spectrum of 28 granularity, from broad stimulus class (scenes, objects) to object or scene type (e.g., natural, 29 manmade) to individual categories (e.g. living room, cupcake). In the scanner, human 30 participants viewed a trial-unique item, followed by a distractor task, and then visually recalled 31 the initial item. During encoding, we observed decodable information at all levels of granularity 32 in category-selective visual cortex. Conversely, during recall, only stimulus class was decodable 33 in these cortical regions, with the exception of the medial place area. In hippocampus, 34 information was only decodable during perception and only for stimulus class. A closer look 35 within category-selective cortex revealed a segregation between voxels showing the strongest 36
Introduction 42
When we recall an object or scene, our memory contains rich object and spatial 43 information (Bainbridge et al., 2019) . During such recollection, our brain is thought to reinstate what information drives discrimination: visual content, semantic content, or memory strength. 72
For example, while recalled grating orientation is decodable from early visual cortex (V1-V3), 73 reinstatement strength but not content is decodable from the hippocampus (Bosch et al., 74 2014) . Our approach using nested levels of stimulus information reveals what granularity of 75 information is contained in these regions, and whether reinstatement is simply an echo of the 76 same response from encoding to recall. 77 Second, to isolate the activity specific to recall, we adopted a task focusing on recall of 78 individual items without requiring the learning of cue-stimulus associations, which have 79 commonly been used (e.g., Ganis only about the recalled item, but also the cue and the association itself. Further, there are 82 neocortical differences when performing an associative versus item-based memory task 83 (Staresina and Davachi, 2006) . In fact, when a target memory is triggered through different 84 associated cues, the reinstated target representations are dissimilar (Xiao et al., 2017) . Here, 85
we employ an item-based recall task in which participants encode trial-unique images, and 86 following a distractor task, recall that specific image. This approach allows us to isolate the 87 recall of individual items, without the learning of associations. 88 were compensated for their participation. 101 102 Stimuli 103
Stimulus images comprised 192 images, 50% objects and 50% scenes, with nested 104 categorical structure (Figure 1a ). The objects were made up of four object types, varying along 105 two factors known to show differential responses in the brain during perception: 1) small / big 106 objects (Konkle et al., 2012) , and 2) tool / non-tool objects (Valyear et al., 2007; Mahon et al., 107 2007; Beauchamp and Martin, 2007) . Small versus big object categories were defined based on 108 prior literature (Konkle et al., 2012; Bainbridge et al., 2015) . Tools were defined as objects 109 commonly grasped by one's hands using a power grip (e.g., Grèzes et al., 2003) , although note 110 that there are multiple ways tools are defined in the field (Lewis, 2006) . The other half of the 111 stimulus images were scenes, varying along two factors shown to elicit differential responses in 112 the brain: 1) natural / manmade (Park et al., 2011), and 2) open / closed (Kravitz et al., 2011). 113 Each object or scene type contained three categories, with eight exemplars for each object or 114 scene category (e.g., small, non-tool objects: bowl, cupcake, flowers; closed, manmade scenes: 115 bathroom, conference hall, living room). Note that for clarity, we will refer to the most fine-116 grained level of categorization (e.g., cupcake, bathroom) as stimulus category, the mid-level of 117 categorization (e.g., big/small objects, open/closed scenes) as stimulus type, and the distinction 118 of objects versus scenes as stimulus class. Images were all square 512 x 512 pixel images 119 presented at 8 degrees visual angle, and objects were presented cropped in isolation on a white 120 background. 121 images were encoded and recalled by participants, arranged under nested structure based on broad stimulus class 129 (object / scene), stimulus type (e.g., open / closed or natural / manmade scene), and stimulus category (mountains scrambled images. Scrambled and intact target images were taken from a separate stimulus 143 set, and were chosen to be of the same broader stimulus class (i.e., object or scene) as the 144 studied image, but of random type and category. Intact object images were presented as an 145 intact object against a mosaic-scrambled background, so that participants would have to fixate 146 the object to successfully perform the task (rather than identify white edges). The distractor 147 task lasted for 4 s total and was followed by a 1-4 s jittered interval in which participants were 148 instructed to wait and maintain fixation. The word "RECALL" then appeared on the screen for 6 149 s, and participants were instructed to silently visually recall the originally studied image in as 150 much detail as possible. Finally, following the "RECALL" phase, participants were given 2 s to 151 press a button indicating the vividness of their memory as either no memory, low vividness, or 152 high vividness. The next trial then continued after a 1 s delay. Participants were instructed that 153 the task was difficult, and they should focus on reporting their vividness truthfully and not be 154 concerned about low performance. Each run contained 24 trials, lasting 8 min 38 s, and 155 participants completed 8 runs total. Each run included three "catch trials" that skipped the 156 recall phase, in order to keep participants vigilant and to better separate encoding from 157 distractor and recall phases during deconvolution. Each stimulus category (e.g., guitar, cupcake) 158 was shown once per run, and each stimulus exemplar image was only used once in the entire 159 experiment, so that there would be no memory effects on subsequent presentations of the 160 same image. 161
After the scan, participants performed a post-scan recognition task to test their memory 162 for the images studied in the scanner. Participants were presented with all 192 images studied 163 in the scanner randomly intermixed with 192 foil images of the same stimulus categories and 164 were asked to indicate for each image whether it was old or new. Two participants were unable 165 to complete the post-scan recognition task due to time constraints. 166
167

MRI acquisition and preprocessing 168
The experiment was conducted at the NIH, using a 7T Siemens MRI scanner and 32-169 channel head coil. Whole-brain anatomical scans were acquired using the MP2RAGE sequence, scan of in-plane resolution 1.2 x 1.2 mm and 81 slices of 1.2 mm thickness (multiband factor=3, repetition time=2 s, echo time=27 ms, matrix size=160 × 160, field of view=1728 × 1728, flip 173 angle=55 degrees). Slices were aligned parallel with the hippocampus and generally covered 174 the whole brain (when they did not, sensorimotor parietal cortices were not included). 175
Functional scans were preprocessed with slice timing correction and motion correction using 176 AFNI and surface-based analyses were performed using SUMA (Cox, 1996; Saad and Reynolds, 177 2012) . Experimental data were analyzed using generalized linear models (GLMs) across the 178 whole brain, modeling separate regressors for each stimulus category (e.g., cupcake) for the 179 encoding period (6 s boxcar function), distractor period (4 s boxcar), and recall period (6 s 180 boxcar), across even and odd splits of the runs. Each event (e.g., encoding a cupcake) thus had 181 two resulting beta estimates: one across even runs, and one across odd runs. Trials were 182 combined in this way so that the deconvolution for a given recalled item included recall events 183 preceded by different post-distractor jitters, in order to eliminate bleed-over from the encoding 184 or distractor periods. The estimated motion parameters from the motion correction were 185 included as three additional regressors. We conducted whole-brain univariate contrasts using GLMs that split the trials into four 210 regressors along two factors: 1) encoding / recall, and 2) scenes / objects. We then performed 211 separate whole-brain T-contrasts of scenes vs. objects during encoding and recall. All whole-212 brain images were projected onto the cortical surface using AFNI surface mapper SUMA (Saad 213 and Reynolds, 2012). 214 215
Representational Similarity Analyses and Discrimination Indices 216
For multivariate analyses, we investigated the similarity between different types of 217 stimulus information during both encoding and recall, using representational similarity analyses 218 (RSA; Kriegeskorte et al., 2008) . For each ROI, we created a representational similarity matrix 219 (RSM) comparing the similarity of all pairs of stimulus category (e.g., cupcake vs. guitar). 220
Similarity was calculated as the Pearson's correlation between the voxel values (t-statistic) in an 221
ROI for one category (e.g., cupcake) from one half of the runs (e.g., odd runs), with the voxel 222 values for another category (e.g., guitar) from the other half (e.g., even runs). Specifically, 223 pairwise item similarity was taken as the average of the correlation with one split (odd runs for 224 item A, even runs for item B) and correlation with the opposite split (even runs for item A, odd 225 runs for item B). This metric indicates the similarity in the neural representations of two 226 categories, and importantly, because the comparisons use separate halves of the data, we can cupcakes similar to other cupcakes). These similarity matrices were created in three ways: 1) 230 correlations of the encoding trials (Encoding RSM), 2) correlations of the recall trials (Recall 231 RSM), 3) correlations of the encoding trials with the recall trials (Cross-Discrimination RSM). 232
These different classifications allow us to see what stimulus information exists separately 233 during encoding and recall, as well as what information is shared between encoding and recall. 234
From these RSMs, we conducted discriminability analyses, which show the degree to 235 which each ROI can discriminate the different conditions of class, type, and category (e.g., do 236 the responses in PPA discriminate natural vs. manmade scenes?). For each comparison of 237 interest, we computed a discriminability index D, calculated as the difference of the mean 238 across-condition correlations (e.g., scenes with objects) from mean within-condition then natural scenes should be more similar to other natural scenes than manmade scenes). 244
Significant discriminability was determined by a two-tailed t-test comparing discrimination 245 indices across participants versus a null result of 0. Type discriminability was only computed 246 within same-class items (e.g., only scenes were used for the natural vs. manmade comparison), 247 and category discriminability was only computed within same-type items (e.g., when looking at 248 the discriminability of living rooms, they were only compared to other closed, manmade 249 scenes). For the encoding and recall discrimination indices, all statistics reported are FDR-250 corrected within each ROI at a value of q < 0.05 unless noted otherwise. Refer to Figure 2 for a 251 depiction of these discrimination indices and to see example RSMs. 252 
ROI-to-ROI similarity analysis 268
We investigated ROI-to-ROI correlations to assess similarity between ROI 269 representations separately during encoding and recall. RSMs were constructed for each 270 participant, using separate odd and even splits of the runs, based on Pearson correlations 271 between voxel patterns for each pair of stimulus category. We conducted secondary 272 correlations by correlating these correlation-based RSMs between each pair of ROIs (across odd 273 and even splits), resulting in an ROI-to-ROI similarity matrix. This matrix was created by 274 correlating the individual ROI RSMs calculated with half of the runs with the ones created using 275 the other half of the runs, so we could also look to an ROI's similarity to itself across runs and 276 Discrimination Index (D) = within-condition similarity -across-condition similarity conducted multidimensional scaling (MDS), to visualize the similarity structure of these ROIs in 278 two dimensions. This ROI-to-ROI similarity analysis was conducted separately for encoding trials 279 and recall trials. 280 281
Whole-Brain Searchlights 282
We also conducted discriminability analyses using spherical searchlights (3-voxel radius) 283 in two ways. First, we conducted discriminability analyses (as described above) for searchlights 284 centered on voxels in the ROIs. For each searchlight, we obtained a scene-object 285 discriminability metric during encoding and one during recall, allowing us to examine the 286 relationship between encoding and recall information in these ROIs. 287
Second, we conducted discriminability analyses in searchlights iteratively moved 288 through each individual's brain, to examine ability to discriminate information outside of our 289 pre-defined ROIs. Group maps were combined with a two-tailed t-test comparing group 290 discrimination indices versus no discrimination (0). Group maps were thresholded at p < 0.01 291 uncorrected for visualization purposes, however we also provide unthresholded maps. We 292 conducted these searchlights looking at both discriminability of information within memory 293 process type (encoding or recall), as well as ability to cross-discriminate (e.g., correlating 294 encoding and recall patterns). 295 296
Modeling behavior 297
We conducted analyses to relate fMRI activity to behavioral measures of reported recall 298 vividness and post-scan recognition performance. Additional GLMs were conducted with the 299 fMRI data to obtain an estimate for each trial for each run, so that they could be compared with 300 trial-by-trial behavior measures. We used support vector machines (SVMs) to measure the 301 ability to classify later successful recognition versus failed recognition (hits vs. misses) from ROI 302 patterns during encoding or recall. We also conducted SVMs to classify recall vividness 303 responses (no memory, low vividness, high vividness) from ROI patterns during encoding or recall. SVMs were conducted on all pairs of the three classes, and then classification accuracies 305 were averaged. All SVMs were conducted using a leave-one-run-out approach. 306 307 Results 308
In the following sections, we present several analyses elucidating the relationship 309 between representations elicited during encoding and recall. First, we investigate what 310 stimulus-based content can be discriminated from encoding and recall response patterns in 311 object-and scene-selective visual ROIs and the hippocampus. Second, we calculate the degree 312 to which these patterns can be used to decode memory strength and performance for 313 individual items. Third, we analyze the relationships between these ROIs to see how they 314 change during encoding and recall. Finally, we conduct searchlight analyses to investigate the 315 distribution of voxels showing the strongest discrimination during encoding, recall and between 316 these two phases, both within and outside the ROIs. 317 318
Decoding stimulus content from scene-and object-selective visual regions and hippocampus 319
What aspects of a visual memory are represented in scene-and object-selective areas 320 and hippocampus during encoding and recall? We asked this question by discriminating 321 stimulus information from the patterns of blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) responses at 322 various scales of stimulus granularity, ranging from broad stimulus class (scenes, objects), to 323 stimulus type (e.g., natural/manmade scene, big/small object), to specific stimulus category 324 (e.g., cupcake, guitar). This discrimination was conducted across independent exemplars, never 325 including the same images in the training and testing sets of the decoding model. This allowed 326
us to see what levels of information are represented in these regions, separate from an ability 327 to distinguish identical images. 328 recall, we conducted a cross-discrimination analysis identifying the degree to which a region 360
shows similar patterns between encoding and recall. The only significant cross-discrimination 361 was for stimulus class (objects versus scenes) in the pFs (t(21)=2.67, p=0.014) and MPA 
Hippocampus Shows Broad Stimulus Class Information During Encoding 380
We conducted the same analyses in hippocampal ROIs (Figure 4 ). During encoding, the 381 Hip-HB showed significant discrimination of objects versus scenes (t(21)=4.05, p=5.78 × 10 -4 ) 382
However, the Hip-HB showed significant sensitivity to no other information during encoding. 383
Interestingly, this pattern in the Hip-HB during encoding was similar to the scene-and object-384 
Object-Selective Regions
Objects Scenes 
Encoding
Recall Cross-discrimination Class Type Category Type Category neither hippocampal region showed significant discriminability of any level of information (all 387 p>0.10). No significant cross-discrimination between encoding and recall was observed (all 388 p>0.20). Overall, the only information that emerged in the hippocampus was a difference 389 between objects and scenes during encoding, and we found no evidence for discriminability of 390 
Relationship of fMRI response patterns to memory behavior 404
In contrast to the specific visual content of a stimulus, to what degree do these regions 405 represent information about the strength of the memory? We examined the ability to use the 406 voxel values in each region to decode participant-reported memory vividness, a rating provided 407 by participants after each recall trial in the scanner (Figure 5a ). We also examined the ability to 408 decode recognition success for each image based on a post-scan old/new recognition task 409 ( Figure 5b) . 410 If we directly compare the ability to discriminate information during encoding and 493 recall, do we find a correlation or an overlap in discriminability? We conducted a 494 discriminability analysis in 3-voxel radius spherical searchlights throughout the scene-and 495 object-selective and hippocampal ROIs to see whether there were differences in which 496 searchlights could best discriminate encoding information versus recall information. Given that 497 these regions only showed discriminability for broad stimulus class (scenes, objects) during 498 recall, we focused on this specific comparison in our searchlight. LO and MPA showed weak but 499 significant correlations between encoding and recall discriminability (LO: Mean Spearman's 500 rank correlation, ρ=0.08, Wilcoxon rank sum test: Z=2.22, p=0.026; MPA: ρ=0.15, Z=2.13, 501 p=0.033). However, no other region showed a significant correlation, including PPA (ρ=0.08, 502 Z=1.70, p=0.088), OPA (ρ=0.10, Z=1.46, p=0.145), pFs (ρ=0.13, Z=1.74, p=0.082), Hip-HB (ρ=0.05, 503 Z=1.51, p=0.131), and Hip-T (ρ=0.06, Z=0.89, p=0.372). These results suggest that the strength 504 of discriminability during recall is not predicted by the strength of discriminability during 505 encoding. 506
To investigate this further, we focused on the top 10% of searchlights that showed 507 encoding discriminability and compared them with the top 10% of searchlights that showed 508 recall discriminability within each ROI (Figure 7) . PPA, MPA, OPA, Hip-HB and Hip-T all revealed 509 limited overlap of these encoding-recall searchlights that was not significantly different from a 510 chance level of 10% (PPA: M=9.29%, SD=8.86%; MPA: M=19.45%, SD=19.79%; OPA: M=7.49%, 511 SD=10.86%; Hip-HB: M=14.75%, SD=12.31%; Hip-T: M=17.38%, SD=14.02%). LO and pFs showed 512 a significantly higher level of overlap than predicted by chance (LO: M=13.59%, SD=9.21%, 513
Wilcoxon rank sum test: Z=2.08, p=0.038; pFS: 22.61%, SD=19.13%, Z=2.05, p=0.040); however, 514 note that these results still show a relatively small overlap, with the majority of the top voxel-centered searchlights (over 77%) showing specificity to either encoding or recall discriminability 516 and not both. 517
These results suggest some degree of segregation between voxels that maintain 518 encoding information and those that maintain recall information. 519 520 521 
539
Contrasts show group surface-aligned data (N=22), presented on the SUMA 141-subject standard surface brain 540 (Saad and Reynolds, 2012) . recall reveals that recall scene-selectivity is strongest in areas anterior to PPA and MPA, and 553 recall object-selectivity is strongest in areas anterior to LO and in early visual cortex. Rather 554 than the peaks of recalled category overlapping with those of encoding, the greatest scene-555 object differences occur in a spatially separate set of voxels largely anterior to those during 556 encoding. 557
A searchlight analysis looking at information discriminability across the brain replicates 558 this spatial separation (Figure 9 ). During encoding, scenes and objects are most discriminable in 559 However, during recall, peak discriminability occurs in voxels anterior to these regions, 561 especially for the PPA, MPA, and left LO and OPA. Next, we employed a cross-discrimination 562 searchlight to identify regions with shared stimulus representations between encoding and 563 recall. Again, areas anterior to those most sensitive during encoding showed highest similarity 564 between encoding and recall representations. In this work, we conducted an in-depth investigation of how and where recalled 580 memory content for complex object and scene images is represented in the brain. First, we 581 observed a striking difference in the granularity of representations in cortex between encoding 582 and recall. While information in cortex during encoding reflected multiple levels of information, 583 during recall we observed coarse level information (objects versus scenes) only. Second, a 584 direct comparison between encoding and recall discriminability within cortical and hippocampal 585
ROIs found no correlation. Further, there was a segregation between the subregions containing 586 the most information during encoding and those during recall. Third, there was an increase in 587 the similarity between hippocampal and cortical regions from encoding to recall. Finally, a 588 whole brain comparison of encoding and recall discriminability revealed that the peaks for 589 recall as well as the strongest encoding-recall similarity were spatially anterior to the peaks 590 during encoding. Collectively, our results reveal key spatial and representational differences 591 between encoding and recalling stimulus content. 592
The ability to decode scenes versus objects during recall is consistent with several 593 representation of the items. In our study, we specifically tested for generalizable stimulus 608 content representations and not individual images, never comparing encoding or recalling an 609 image with itself. Instead, we compared representations across exemplars to minimize the 610 contribution of image-specific features. The resulting inability to detect fine-grained 611 information during recall suggests that imagery-based representations in scene-and object-612 selective visual areas may not contain more abstracted or generalized levels of information. 613
Instead, participants may be recalling limited image features, sufficient for image-level 614 classification or classification at the broad level of scenes versus objects (given large differences 615 between their features), but not more abstracted classifications like base-level category (e.g., 616 living room), or properties (e.g., natural or manmade). 617
In terms of encoding-recall similarity, our results also appear to be inconsistent with 618 some previous findings of sensory reinstatement, in which the neurons or voxels sensitive 619 during encoding have been reported to show the same patterns during recall (Danker and Within scene-and object-selective cortex, we observed limited overlap between the sub-622 regions with peak encoding and those with peak recall information, with the strongest 623 encoding-recall similarity in more anterior regions. These results are not in conflict with many 624 studies reporting encoding-recall similarity in areas outside of category-selective cortex such as 625 the medial temporal lobe (e.g., Tompary et al., 2016; Schultz et al., 2019) . However, some 626 studies do report encoding-recall similarity within scene-and object-selective cortex (e.g., 627
O'Craven and Kanwisher, 2000; Johnson and Johnson, 2014) which may be attributable to key 628 methodological differences from the current study. First, as noted above, we targeted 629 recollection of stimulus content rather than individual items. While scene-and object-selective 630 regions may maintain item-specific visual information during both encoding and recall, our 631 results suggest a difference in representations during encoding and recall at more generalized 632 levels of information. Second, we employed an item-based recall task, rather than associative 633 tasks commonly used to study recall (e.g., Ganis to their encoded representations. This recalled memory could thus contain less fine-grained 649 perceptual information or be abstracted into a different representation, explaining why we can 650 decode memory strength but not fine-grained perceptually-defined distinctions (e.g., natural 651 versus manmade) during recall. Collectively, our results support these two possible accounts for 652 anterior-posterior gradients of memory/perception or conceptual/perceptual information in 653 the brain, in contrast with other accounts claiming an identical representation between 654 encoding and recall (e.g., Schultz et al., 2019) . 655
The current work also provides further support for a content-independent role of the 656 hippocampus in memory. During encoding, we observe broad content selectivity in the 657 hippocampus, as has been observed in other recent work claiming a perceptual role for the 658 hippocampus (Zeidman et al., 2015b; Hodgetts et al., 2017) . However, we do not observe 659 strong evidence of any other content representations during encoding or recall; the 660 hippocampus does not show sensitivity to more fine-grained information, and during recall, it 661 does not even show differences at the broadest distinction of objects versus scenes. These 662 results lend support for the notion that the hippocampus is largely content-independent (Davachi, 2006 is not discriminable, we find that memory strength is decodable from the hippocampus, 668 mirroring similar results finding strength but not content representations in the hippocampus 669 for oriented gratings (Bosch et al., 2014) . There is also evidence to suggest that the 670 hippocampus may require longer delays (e.g., several hours to a day) to develop decodable 671 representations of memory content (Lee et al., 2019) and this issue will require examination in 672 future work. 673
The current study combining nested categorical structure for real-world images and an 674 item-based recall approach allows us to observe different levels of stimulus representations 675 across the brain; however, there are limitations to this methodology that could be addressed in 676 future work. First, the relative lack of fine-grained information during recall could partly reflect 677 a lack of power that could benefit from a larger stimulus set or a memory task that emphasizes 678 these different stimulus properties. However, it is important to note that we are able to decode 679 memory strength from these regions, as well as both broad stimulus class and fine-grained 680 stimulus category (but not intermediate information) from the MPA, suggesting that the 681 difference between encoding and recall is not simply a question of power. In fact, the current 682 sample size (N=22) falls in the higher range compared to related studies (e.g., Lee Examining item-based recall and representations of memory content in the brain has 696 ultimately unveiled a rather complex, nuanced relationship of encoding and recall, with 697 strongest encoding-recall similarity occurring largely anterior to scene-and object-selective 698 visual cortex. In the study of memory, it is important to examine now only how we remember, 699 but what we are remembering, and this study reveals that the way in which this content is 700 manifested may vary greatly between encoding and recall. 701
